Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. eyeball, broomstick, face paint, abracadabra, candy bars
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. ghost, haunted, Frankenstein, frightening, goblin
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. nighttime, pumpkin, jack-o-lantern, horror, October
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. scariest, skeleton, scarecrow, spider, shadows
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. wizard, vampire, tombstone, trick-or-treat, witch
   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
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Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. eyeball, broomstick, face paint, abracadabra, candy bars
   abracadabra, broomstick, candy bars, eyeball, face paint

2. ghost, haunted, Frankenstein, frightening, goblin
   Frankenstein, frightening, ghost, goblin, haunted

3. nighttime, pumpkin, jack-o-lantern, horror, October
   horror, jack-o-lantern, nighttime, October, pumpkin

4. scariest, skeleton, scarecrow, spider, shadows
   scarecrow, scariest, shadows, skeleton, spider

5. wizard, vampire, tombstone, trick-or-treat, witch
   tombstone, trick-or-treat, vampire, witch, wizard